
Vantage: opportunity that provides superiority or an advantage



“Only a nominal number of properties remaining
reflecting the quality of this investment choice.”



reflecting the quality of this investment choice.”

As an ‘infill’ development in an already well-
established residential area, the opportunity to 
acquire a new property in such a high demand 
area, assures the investor of long term  
future growth. 

With an affordable price point and 
enviable location, this represents the right 
choice for your Automatic Acquisition Plan.

The springboard which enables such an 
advantageous price point is of course Massland’s 
revolutionary Amalgamation process, which 
delivers the added benefit of better quality homes 
for a lesser cost than our competitors.

All these homes are highly appointed 3 bedroom 
properties with a lock-up garage, generous living 
areas and sitting on sought after land areas.

With only a nominal number of properties 
remaining, the time to act is short. Acquiring an 
asset such as this will only act to accelerate the 
future growth of your property portfolio. Seize the 
opportunity to use this growth and enjoy your  
future retirement.

Take advantage of the market and create a 
position of financial security.

A quality and contemporary residential enclave, Vantage Place is ideally positioned just 20 minutes from 
Brisbane’s CBD. Doolandella is at the very centre of South East Queensland’s most influential growth 
area and represents a ‘best of breed’ choice for you the investor.



Location

Located just 15km from Brisbane, Vantage 
Place is perfectly positioned in the high growth 
area South West to Brisbane and just a 20 
minute drive to the CBD.

It is close to a comprehensive offering of 
local amenities, including shopping centres, 
schools, medical services, sporting fields and 
retail stores such as Woolworths  (1.5kms),  
Aldi (2kms), Harvey Norman (4.7kms), Coles 
(3.2kms), Bunnings (4.7kms) and many other 
familiar household names.

With immediate access to the M2, M5 and 
M7, the local train station (3.7kms) and easy 
access to surrounding areas, without equal it 
represents a location that will continue to grow.
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A complete solution yet greater returns... 

As fellow investors, Massland is the first to recognise 
the value of your property portfolio. We know 
more than any other, this represents your future 
retirement.

So why would you entrust something of this value to 
individuals who treat rental investments as the poor 
relation to selling new properties?

Over the years we have witnessed first-hand the 
horror stories relating to poor tenant choices and 
lack of Agent care. The net result is that these all 
important property assets are devaluing whilst you 
are actually paying for the management!

Massland works with like-minded professionals 
who deliver a service unlike any other property 
management experience.

Their only purpose is to manage rental properties 
and to do it to a standard never witnessed before. 
As such Massland  provides the final and essential 
link in your investment journey.

The commitment and expertise in the area of 
property management cannot be better illustrated 
than by our own and unique Rental Guarantee. If 
your property is not rented within 5 days Massland 
will compensate you 100% of the rental value until 
such time as it is leased.

How many real estate agents would be confident 
enough to make such an offer?

We recognise that surety of income from any 
investment is critical to building long term wealth  
and this guarantee delivers on this vital measure.

The path to future financial security is made  
more certain.



Any Massland development only proceeds when 
it has unequivocally assured us of its ability to 
comprehensively meet three key filters:

•  Federal Spending Regime   
•  Private Industry   
•  Demographics

Doolandella benefits from a strong growth in 
population due to its proximity to both the Gold 
Coast (40 mins) and Greater Brisbane (20 mins). 
With a growth of 6.5% it has experienced one of the 
largest increases in the Greater Brisbane area. 

Queensland’s resource boom presents the single 
most significant opportunity for the Brisbane 
economy over the next two decades. 

With forecast economic growth expected to  
outstrip significant population growth, Brisbane’s 
economic output is projected to increase from 
roughly $55,000 per person in 2011 to over $75,000 
per person by 2031. From today’s $114 billion 
economy to an expected $217 billion by 2031. 
Brisbane is on track to become one of the world’s 
most prosperous cities.

This is underlined by developments and 
infrastructure initiatives such as the major 

north-south connection between Heathwood, 
Pallara, Doolandella, Durack and the Logan 
Motorway. The project is part of Brisbane Council’s 
ambitious Road Action Program which fast tracks 15 
years of infrastructure investment and road works 
to be completed in four years.  Of course the entire 
South East Queensland region continues to receive 
investment in infrastructure and to experience the 
insatiable demand for affordable properties. 

The time is right to take advantage of these 
unprecedented and positive influences  
for investment.

Answering the Investment Checklist



Demand looks like this

1. Bounty (Boronia)  
26 Townhouses sold in 3 days

2. Maxima (Marsden):  
47 Townhouses sold in 29 days

3. Vantage Place (Brisbane):  
51 Townhouses sold in 3 days

4. Bellbird Park Estate (Brisbane):  
19 Blocks sold in 21 Days

5. Liberty (Loganlea):  
44 Townhouses sold in 37 days

6. Potential on Glenfield (Glenfield): 
41 Townhouses sold in 4 days

7. Maximise (Glenfield): 
51 Townhouses sold in 3 days

8. Returns on River Road (Bundamba): 
34 Townhouses sold in 5 days

Massland has already been accepting deposits for Vantage Place and it is only a matter of time before 
they will sell out.

As a reminder of outstanding performance, our recent developments have sold out in a matter of days.

Contact Massland on +61 7 5531 7822 and a $1,000 deposit will secure another key piece in your 
portfolio that builds your wealth over time. 

The question, to therefore ask oneself, is not centred on the future value of one property but perhaps 
the financial power of several. 

Make your move… Now.

How do I progress now? 
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Site Lot Map is correct at time of printing but may vary to final plan.



“We bought 2 townhouses at Richlands and both form 
part of our larger portfolio that deliver exceptional 
growth and consistent returns.”
Henry N – Perth. This is performance

Disclaimer
Any information contained in this document is for promotional purposes only and does not constitute a representation or guarantee by Massland. Any details of the development described 
in this document is subject to change by Massland in its sole discretion. The terms and conditions of any sale is subject always to negotiation of a contract of sale between Massland and 
any potential buyer. The information or diagrams contained in this document should not be relied or acted upon. Massland strongly recommends all persons to obtain independent legal, 
financial, accounting, real estate and other professional advice prior to making any purchasing, investment or other decision.

Enquiries
phone + 61 (7) 5531 7822

enquiries@massland.com.au
massland.com.au


